COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT
Achieving Today. Leading Tomorrow.

Introduction
Rising Star College of Management, a higher educational wing of Rising
Star Educational Network, is established with a vision to redefine the
trend in management education at higher secondary level.
Promoted by Chartered Accountants, Bankers and Academicians, Rising
Star College of Management aims at developing students with the insight
of becoming future leaders. So as to help the students to develop
leadership and entrepreneurial skills, RS-COM has incorporated General
Management and Entrepreneur Skill Trainings into its curriculum. Further
RS-Com will be conducting Chartered Accountancy Orientation Classes
and Mock Preparatory Classes to help the students to appear in CA
Examinations immediately after completing Higher Secondary Level.
With Conducive ambience for learning and well equipped infrastructure,
Rising Star College of Management is mounting its academic height.

Vision
Mission
To provide management education of global
standard and develop leaders equipped with the
values required for the global economy.

Explores Your Dream

To contribute in nation building through human
resource development.

Salient Features
CA Orientation Classes
Mock Banking & Insurance Trainings.
General Management and Entrepreneurial Skill Trainings
Well-furnished & Spacious class rooms.
Highly qualified and experienced faculty members
Various scholarship and awards
Recent teaching methodology with the use of multimedia
projectors.
Transportation facilities covering major parts of the city.
Separate Hostels for Boys & Girls
Computer labs with unlimited internet access
Well-paved Basketball ground.
Frequent educational excursion
Hygienic cafeteria at a reasonable fee
THE WINNING

POWER

Admission Procedures
Eligibility
Students applying for +2 Program at Rising Star College of
Management must:
Have SLC or Equivalent education with very good marks.

Entrance Test
Students must appear the entrance test as scheduled
by the college. The test comprises the questions
related to Mathematics, English and
General Knowledge.

Interview
Each candidate on succeeding the entrance
test is called for interview.

Final Result for Admission
The final result for successful candidates for
admission will be published on the basis of
weighted average of entrance test, interview
and SLC Marks.
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